
The Only Store Management 
Software Specialty Retailers Need

Software Tailored to Every Detail of 
Specialty Retail Operations 

Competing on customer experience is vital in the digital age, and specialty retailers need 
the right technology to capture and maintain market share. LOC Software offers retailers a 
flexible store management system that allows them to differentiate their businesses with 
unique, customer-pleasing experiences. LOC is also designed for operational efficiency, 

streamlining workflows in companies with one or 500+ stores. 

LOC’s ThriVersA suite of software modules allows specialty retailers to digitally transform manual 
workflows and meet consumers’ expectations for convenience and personalization. 

ThriVersA POS, the browser-based, 
hardware-agnostic version of LOC 

point of sale software, enables 
transactions from any device to 

create the best user experiences. 

POS
Scalable ThriVersA Supply Chain 

gives stores visibility from ordering 
to customer sales, enabling smart 

management and purchasing 
decisions and minimizing shrink. 

Supply Chain
LOC back office solutions 

give specialty retail managers 
centralized control of data and 
communications across their 

entire operation or enterprise. 

Back Office Solutions

Keeping Pace in a Dynamic Market
“Working with LOC Software has moved us forward in 

many of our technology needs.”

— Ben’s Supercenter

“ “

https://www.locsoftware.com


What Sets LOC Apart 
LOC’s mission is to optimize retail performance. We achieve this by providing our 

customers with access to data and increasing operational efficiency. 

From a single location, specialty retailers can easily set up screens, button 
configurations, and peripherals for employees in different roles across the organization.

System Setup

LOC never locks specialty retailers into changing how they do business to use our 
software. Our feature-rich software enables any type of transaction necessary.

500+ Function Point of Sale Software

LOC gives retailers control over where data resides and how to configure reports. 
Managers can arrange system tables by store or even by POS terminal.

Data Tables and Data Exchange

LOC replaces client-server deployment with a browser-based model, enabling easier 
deployment and management and lowering costs.

Browser-Based Software

Cloud deployment and centralized control make it easy to purchase, track inventory 
movement, and monitor profitability for all locations in a multi-store operation.

Enterprise Management
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